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took TikTok by storm
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How the Met Office
took TikTok by storm

• Why is the Met Office on TikTok?

• How have we grown our channel?

• Using TikTok when severe weather hits

• What have we learnt?
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About our

Content Team

www.metoffice.gov.uk Aidan McGivern @aidanweather@metoffice
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• Conscious shift to think and act like a publisher

• Adopted an editorial approach to content

• Consistent story across all channels

• 24/7 content production, 365 days a year

Identifying the weather 
and climate story

www.metoffice.gov.uk Aidan McGivern @aidanweather@metoffice



23,000 + followers

474,000 followers134,000 followers 214,000 + subscribers

across 3 channels
28,000 followers

918,000 + followers 
25,000 followers

Over 2 million followers 
across our social channels

215,000 followers

Predominantly 

female aged 

16-24, in UK

Predominantly

male aged 

16-24

Predominantly 

female aged 35-44

Real-time, news, reactive, 

conversations

Predominantly 

female aged 

35-44, in UK

Business 

professionals, 

subject experts

* Stats correct as of October 2022
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Predominantly male 

aged 25-54, 

UK and global

Very broad, where 

we create something 

for everyone

Informative, looking ahead, 

explainers

Detailed posts alongside 

user-gen images

Long-form explainers, daily 

weather, learning

Educational, amazing, 

did you know

Our people, our science, 

thought-leadership

Educational, amazing, 

did you know
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Video // Audio // Graphs // Infographics // Social // Storytelling 

We help to give things impact

www.metoffice.gov.uk @metoffice Aidan McGivern @aidanweather
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Regular presented 

forecasts go on YouTube, 

app and website. Live TV.

Video forecasts are repurposed 

to create additional, channel 

appropriate content.

Forecast graphics created 

around the clock providing 

timely updates.

Our messages get shared 

by other trusted, 

authoritative partners.

Partner content, increases 

reach of safety messages. 

www.metoffice.gov.uk Aidan McGivern @aidanweather@metoffice

Severe weather
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But why TikTok?

www.metoffice.gov.uk Aidan McGivern @aidanweather@metoffice



It’s growing...
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and growing...
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Young (ageing)

audience
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It’s the 

future

(or the 

present?)
www.metoffice.gov.uk Aidan McGivern           @aidanweather@metoffice
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Experimenting

• Created a channel in Autumn 2019

• Watched lots of content

• Experimented with content types

• Early success was linked to trending hashtags

By January 2020:
4 videos, over 4.5k views

We informally allocated a couple of 

‘champions’ to spend time on the 

channel. Watching, experimenting 

and taking our first steps.
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An opportunity
• Moved as soon as we saw shift in 

their goals which aligned to our 

purpose. We were ready to move 

having experimented

• We contacted TikTok to discuss their 

focus on learning content

• Pulled together a partnership 

proposal including strategy and 

publishing plan
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Inspire creative 

learning for users on 

TikTok, as well as 

help to raise our 

profile and increase 

our reach.

What was our aim?

• Raise awareness of the Met Office

• Be seen as the ‘go to’ source of weather 

and climate information

• Build trust through scientific excellence

• Amplify our warnings and advice, ultimately 

keeping more people safe

To create useful, informative, educational 

content for a younger audience, different 

to our other platforms.
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What does 
being a TikTok
partner mean?

• Mutually beneficial

• Got verified and re-launched in July 2020

• We have a dedicated account manager 

who feeds back on our posts

• Invited to be included in the A-Z of TikTok

education campaign for 'C' for Climate
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Early success

142k views
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Early success

500k views
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Continued

improvements

462k views
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Telling stories

1.5m views
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Telling stories

How hot will the UK get next week?

The weather in the UK is changing. During the next few days, high pressure will build 
from the west.

That will lead to more widespread sunshine by the end of the weekend.

Because the sun is strong at this time of year, temperatures will rise every day.

Also, under high pressure, the air close to the surface gets compressed. That also 
causes it to heat up.

We'll go from these temperatures on Thursday… to these on Monday.

But then it could get even hotter. 

This diagram shows the temperature trend for around a kilometre and a half above 
southern UK.
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Starting

conversations

1.3m views
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Spotting

opportunities 
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Spotting

opportunities 



Then…
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One week

Three storms

www.metoffice.gov.uk Aidan McGivern           @aidanweather@metoffice

• Daily updates

• Lives

• Red warnings

• Impacts

• Authoritative voice



• 5.4 million

• 44 thousand

• One half

• One quarter

www.metoffice.gov.uk Aidan McGivern           @aidanweather@metoffice
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People took

action
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What have 

we learnt?

www.metoffice.gov.uk Aidan McGivern @aidanweather@metoffice

• Slick videos

• Presenter age

• Video length

Things that don’t matter
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What have 

we learnt?

www.metoffice.gov.uk Aidan McGivern @aidanweather@metoffice

• Be bold

• Be authentic

• Be engaging

• Be the authority

• Be useful

Instead
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Questions?

www.metoffice.gov.uk Ross Middleham @rossymids  @metoffice

/metoffice /themetoffice @metoffice @metoffice metoffice metoffice

www.metoffice.gov.uk @metoffice Aidan McGivern @aidanweather


